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Trix  Sideguards
The side guards cover the full bed length and are equipped with 

integrated bed extensions. The light but very solid aluminium 

profiles, optionally wrapped in wood structure foil, combined 

with a simple central fixation system make these side guards 

extremely user-friendly.

Options and accessories 

 - Protection cover for sideguards.
 - Veneered finishing is possible.

Materials and finishing

 - Metal: Aluminium, anodised layer or surrounded with  
a wooden structure (melamine or veneer).

 - Synthetic.
 - Resistant to the common cleaning products.

The Trix sideguards comply with the norm EN 60601-
2-52.

For further information about used materials, 
constructions and maintenance: consult our 
materialfiles.

Colours

We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.
Sample card + samples available on request.

 - The Trix sideguards consist of 3 aluminium profile 
siderails.

 - The siderails can be surrounded with a wooden 
structure (*).

 - The lowerable siderails are completely integrated in 
the head and foot panel.

 - An integrated telescopic system makes sure that 
the Trix sideguards, even when the bed is extended, 
cover the bed sides over the entire length.

 - The sideguards can only be lowered by using your 
both hands.

 - The safety system prevents the sideguards from 
being lowered unintentionally.

 - The aluminium profiles combine strength with a very 
low weight.

 - The use of 3 instead of 2 siderails creates smaller 
distances between the rails and, consequently, 
a higher patient protection. Thanks to this, the 
sideguards comply with the strictest norms.

 - In their lowest position, the sideguards are no 
obstacle when the patient wants to get out of the 
bed or has to be transferred, or when the bed has to 
be made up.

 - Measured from the mattress platform, the total 
height is ca. 38,5 cm.

Construction

Since Haelvoet continuously aims to make technological progress, Haelvoet reserves the right to modify the product.

(*) Option

Dimensions
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 - height: 38,5 cm
 - mattress thickness: max. 16 cm
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